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Abstract: The green energy transition of electrical energy production is leading to an increasing share
of total energy production for volatile renewable energy sources, mainly wind and solar power. To
handle this volatile production, flexible and efficient energy storage is required. The development of
high-power converters has enabled the generation of variable-speed pumped hydro storage power
plants, combining the so-far-unequalled energy storage capacity of classical pumped-storage hydro
power plants and the recently increased operation requirements. The introduction of large-scale
converters has led to new challenges in the overall design of power plant systems. This paper
intended to take a closer look at a large-scale converter-fed synchronous generator, especially the
distribution of the current and voltage harmonics caused by the converter in the implemented
generation system. Thereby, holistic design considerations for an ideal loss distribution as well as
possible measures to limit the effects of harmonic coupling at the generator shaft and bearings are
discussed. Furthermore, basic considerations of harmonic emission to the connected network are
described. These topics are addressed by analyzing on-site measurements at an 85 MVA converter-fed
synchronous generator with a voltage source inverter, underpinned with the theoretical background.

Keywords: converter-fed synchronous machines; voltage source inverter; shaft voltage; harmonic
emission; variable-speed pumped hydro storage

1. Introduction

The concept of variable-speed hydro storage power plants has been discussed in
the literature for quite a long time, for example, in [1–5]. The speed variability offers an
increase in the turbine efficiency, especially if the net head changes significantly, as well as
an improved operational flexibility [6–9]. Several publications have addressed sophisticated
control approaches for variable-speed power plants, focusing on grid support [10–13] and
modeling approaches [14,15].

The implementation of variable-speed hydro storage power plants is based on two
different designs. The double-fed induction generator (DFIG) is already in operation in
several large-scale power plants such as Goldisthal [16,17], Frades II [18,19], and Linth–
Limmern [20]. The second applied technology is the converter-fed synchronous machine
(CFSM) with a 50 Hz bypass, currently in operation in the power plants Grimsel II [21],
Malta Oberstufe [22,23], and Limberg I.

This paper focuses on the practical challenges occurring in a CFSM system. The
addressed challenges can be separated in two thematic groups. The first focuses on the
selection of the pulse pattern and number of pulses per half wave. Thereby, the emission
of voltage and current harmonics in the CFSM system and at the PCC, as well as the
optimization of the converter losses, have to be considered. In general, an increased number
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of pulses decreases the harmonic emission of the converter but leads to higher switching
losses. The second group deals with the auxiliary electrical design and control challenges
for reliable operation. Therefore, the necessary electric coordination of the generator current
and voltage and the operational limits of measurement transducers are discussed, and
measures to reduce the occurring high-frequency shaft voltage are examined.

The content of this paper is based on design considerations and measurements at
the CFSM-based pumped-storage hydro power plant Limberg I, located at the dam on
the “Wasserfallboden” reservoir in Kaprun. Limberg I has two turbine groups and was
refurbished in 2021 and 2022 to reach 80 MW pump and turbine power per CFSM system.

Table 1 gives the main parameters for a single system.

Table 1. Main parameters of one turbine group of Limberg I.

Power range pump operation 1 35–80 MW
Power range turbine operation 1 9–80 MW
Speed range 400–750 rpm
Stator frequency range 0–50 Hz
Number of pole pairs 4
Active power gradient up to 2 MW/s
Change over time 2 <60 s
Rated converter power 4 × 21.25 MVA

1 Power range depends on the net head. 2 Times measured during commissioning.

The used converter concept and the selection considerations on the utilized pulse
pattern are discussed in Section 2. The practical effects of variable-speed operation on the
measurement transducers in the converter–generator connection are shown in Section 3.
The basic model of the grid to evaluate the effects of the harmonic emission is described in
Section 4. Sections 5 and 6 focus on the analysis of harmonic measurements in the CFSM
system of Limberg I and the occurring high-frequency shaft voltage.

2. Converter Concept and Pulse Pattern Selection

The fully fed converter solution implemented in Limberg I to drive the pump turbine
was designed to be integrated into the historical Limberg I power plant. It consists of
a main medium-voltage press pack injection-enhanced gate transistor (IEGT) converter
(MV7000) connected to the stator of the electrical machine, and a static excitation thyristor
bridge converter connected to the rotor. The thyristor bridge controls the rotor current and
contributes to the flux control of the machine. The full electrical power flow generated
by the electrical machine is converted and fed into the grid by the MV7000 converter via
a transformer; see Figure 1. The converter is built of four parallel units. The units on
the machine side are connected in parallel. The units on the grid side are connected to a
five-winding transformer. Two pre-charge transformers are used to pre-charge the dc links.
One of them is necessary and the second one is redundant. This redundancy allows a three
out of four operation regardless of a failed converter unit.

For this application, a trade-off had to be found considering the main constraints:

• As for other retrofit projects, the converter had to be integrated into the historical
building that was designed for a smaller power at a time without converter technology.
Therefore, a small footprint of 90 m2 and a high power density were required. The
power density achieved is 246 kW/m3. Figure 2 shows a picture of the machine hall
and the built, fully enclosed, converter.

• The voltage level of the machine and the converter have to match. The converter can
adjust to a lower machine voltage, but a high efficiency will only be achieved if the
full voltage range of the converter is utilized.

• The frequency range of the converter should match the stator frequency range of the
generator. Especially in the frequency range above 40 Hz, some converter solutions
can be limited. The MV7000 can operate at full power typically up to 60 Hz. Thus, the
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speed range of the pump-turbine and the converter technology set design limitations
for the generator.

• The grid requirements have to be fulfilled. Especially the level of harmonic distortions
must be kept below the limits of the applicable grid code. Additionally, the required
PQ diagram at the point of common coupling (PCC) has a significant impact on the
system design. The transformer should be designed so that the parallel units can be
operated independently. Then, harmonic cancellation between the individual units is
possible.

• For a high efficiency, the overall losses in the converter–generator system have to be
minimized. Usually, a low IEGT switching frequency is chosen to reduce the converter
losses. But this may increase the generator losses.

• The amount of distortion of the stator current impacts the losses in the machine and
the heating of the generator. A trade-off between the converter losses and the amount
of distortion of the stator current, and thus, the generator losses over the frequency
range, has to be found.

• The rate of change in the stator voltage has to be limited. Usually, a filter is used to
limit the dv/dt of switching and the impact on the machine.

• A standard converter design should be used to optimize costs and has to be adapted
to the requirements of the project.
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Figure 1. Single-line diagram of one CFSM unit in Limberg I. UFES refers to ultra-fast earthing switch.

Based on these constraints, the chosen voltage level was 6 kV and a solution with
four modules of MV7600 was chosen. This converter is a neutral-point-clamped (NPC)
converter with a dc link kept at a constant voltage of 10 kV which acts on the grid side
and on the machine side as a three-level converter. It is realized by the series connection
of two press pack IEGTs per branch, which is a very robust technology. In [24], there are
some insights into the MV7000 NPC technology. Figure 3 shows the configuration of an
MV7600 module.
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Once the hardware is fixed, an important part of the system design is the selection of
the pulse patterns of the converter. They can be optimized with respect to various aspects:

• Converter losses;
• Harmonics/THD;
• Impact on the grid/the machine;
• Load characteristics.

Higher pulse frequencies will improve the voltage and current quality but also lead to
higher converter losses. An important factor for the maximum possible pulse frequency
are the allowable losses of the semiconductors.

The correlation between converter losses and pulse frequency is very complex. The
converter losses of the different parts depend on the current, voltage, power factor, and
switching frequency. The split of the losses is roughly described in the following simpli-
fied equation.

Ploss,total = Ploss,DC + Ploss,MC + Ploss,LC + Ploss,filter (1)

The indexes refer to the main parts of the converter (DC: dc link; LC: line converter; MC:
machine converter). The semiconductor losses are the most important; here, Ploss,MC and
Ploss,LC. They roughly consist in the conduction losses Pcond and the switching losses Pswitch.

Ploss = Pcond + Pswitch (2)

The conduction losses depend on the current. The switching losses are dependent on
the pulse frequency of the converter. For example, in Equations (2)–(8) and (2)–(9) in [25],
the following formulas are given to describe the losses in an IEGT:

Pcond(i) = i·VT0 + rT0·i2 (3)
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where
VT0: threshold voltage;
rT0: equivalent differential resistance;
i: IEGT current.

Esw(i, Vcomm) = AswX + BswX·i + CswX·i2·
Vcomm

Vbase
(4)

where
Vcomm: commutation voltage;
Vbase: voltage at which the losses were measured;
AswX, BswX, CswX: fitting constants.
Each of the losses, according to Equation (1), depend on the switching frequency. The

impacts of the switching frequency are various and depend on the physics and operation
mode of the considered element. For example, depending on the power factor and of the
sign of the power flow the current will flow either in the IEGTs or in the diodes, which will
have repercussions on the losses.

The most common modulation technique is pulse-width modulation (PWM). Figure 4
shows two different PWM types, continuous and discontinuous PWM, and the resulting
harmonics of the output voltage. With continuous PWM (H3) the IEGT switchings are
distributed over the whole period; with discontinuous PWM (3LC) there are no switchings
within a third of the period. This method can be used to reduce the converter losses or to
use a higher pulse frequency. In the example shown in Figure 4, the total semiconductor
losses are reduced by approximately 3% using the discontinuous PWM compared with
the continuous PWM. The different PWM types also differ in the harmonic characteristic.
This can be very useful, especially for active front-end (AFE) applications, to respect the
harmonic limits of the grid code.
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Pulse interleaving can be used for applications with more than one unit in parallel
under the condition that the systems are decoupled. Therefore, a five-winding transformer
on the grid side is chosen. Towards the grid, the system has an equivalent output voltage
with a multilevel waveform of 17 levels for the line-to-line voltage, with the switching
frequency increased by four, as shown in Figure 5.
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Usually synchronized pulse patterns with a given number of pulses per period are
used. Figure 6 shows a comparison of different pulse numbers per half oscillation period
(five, seven, and nine pulses per fundamental half period). By the increased pulse frequency,
the main voltage harmonics are shifted to higher frequencies, but are still below the
100th harmonic. Therefore, the THDu decreases only slightly. The current harmonics
and the THDi decrease significantly because the machine impedance increases linearly
with increasing frequency. The drawback is the increased losses of the converter. For the
shown operation point, at approximately 60% partial load, the semiconductor losses of the
machine converter are approximately 17% higher with seven pulses per half period and
23% higher with nine pulses per half period than with five pulses per period. But this has to
be compared to the reduced losses in the machine due to the lower current distortion. The
converter–generator system has to be analyzed by considering all aspects of the complete
unit to find the optimal operation mode.

Whereas the grid converter uses the same pulse pattern for the whole operation range,
the pulse pattern of the machine converter changes with the operation point. The pulse
frequency of the machine converter should be kept approximately constant over the speed
range to assure a similar voltage and current quality over the whole speed range. This leads
to a reduction in the pulse number with increasing speed; e.g., 11 pulses in the low-speed
range correspond to 7 pulses at high speeds. It is possible to increase the pulse frequency
due to the reduced losses for operation points with partial loads. But the advantages for
other components of the system have to outweigh the increased losses of the converter.
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3. Variable-Speed Operation

Variable-speed operation is realized by regulating the stator voltage and stator current
depending on the stator frequency, as shown in Figure 7. The stator current and stator
voltage are reduced during the start-up operation. With this method, the short-circuit
currents can be limited by reducing the magnetic flux, the saturation of the protection
current transformers in the stator bars can be avoided, and voltage transformers at the stator
bars will be not damaged by exceeding the maximum operation time at a specific voltage
and frequency. The stator current will be increased after reaching the first operational
point. The stator current limit is given by the nominal stator current. The output power of
generator at a specific stator frequency is given by the stator current and stator voltage.

While the frequency converter can operate between 0 Hz and 60 Hz, variable-speed
operation is usually possible in a smaller range of frequencies: typically over 10 Hz, to a
nominal operation between 40 Hz and 50 Hz.

The operation at low frequencies mainly occurs during start-up and changeover for a
short period of time. The changeover time from turbine to pump operation and vice versa
was reduced significantly by the refurbishment of Limberg I. Changeover times of less than
1 min are sufficient to changeover from turbine to pump operation; see Figure 8.
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4. Grid Harmonics and Resonances

Considering power quality, inverter-based variable-speed generators are a source of
harmonic distortion. This is a new aspect in commissioning these units since harmonics are
not an issue for classical synchronous machines.

The harmonic emission level from an installation into the grid is the harmonic voltage
at each harmonic frequency which would be caused by the installation at the point of
evaluation, which is usually the point of connection. The classical frequency range for
harmonics ends at 2500 Hz (50th harmonic). Considering the commonly used switching
frequencies for high-power inverters, this frequency range is sufficient. Moreover, there is
a lack in standardization for higher harmonics.

To evaluate the installation, the grid operator has to define a harmonic voltage emis-
sion limit. This process is standardized in the IEC technical report 61000-3-6 [26]. CIGRE
TB 468 [27] provides practical information regarding emission assessment methods. Estab-
lishing this emission limit is usually a two-stage process, starting with the specification of
planning levels. Compliance with the planning level at the connection point on high voltage
should guarantee compliance with the harmonic compatibility levels in the underlying
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medium- and low-voltage grids. It is the responsibility of the grid operator to choose this
limit accordingly. Indicative values are given in [26].

In the next step, a share of the planning is assigned as the emission limit to the
installation. The amount depends on the pre-existing background distortion and the
optional connection of future distorting installations. For the latter, not only the connection
point under evaluation but also adjacent nodes in the grid have to be considered. As
the allocation key, the agreed power of the installations can be used. In this process, it is
important to take into account the variation in the harmonic phase angle. In practice, the
total harmonic emission of several installations will not sum up linearly but geometrically.
Since the actual phase angles are usually not known in advance, Ref. [26] provides a
statistical approach, defining a general summation law. Depending on the harmonic order,
α is selected according to Table 2.

Uh,total = α

√
Uα

h,i (5)

where
Uh,total total level for harmonic order h;
Uh,i individual level for harmonic order h;
α summation exponent;
h harmonic order.

Table 2. Summation exponents for harmonics.

Harmonic Order α

h < 5 1
5 ≤ h ≤ 10 1.4

h > 10 2

The other important part is the estimation of the harmonic emission of the new
installation. This is based on the harmonic grid impedance on the one hand and on the
harmonic currents of the installation on the other hand.

Uh,i = Zh,i·Ih,i (6)

where
Uh,i harmonic emission of installation i;
Zh,i harmonic grid impedance at the point of connection;
Ih,i harmonic current of installation i.
The harmonic grid impedance can be calculated from the grid data for different system

operating conditions considering peak and off-peak load scenarios and varying short-circuit
capacities. The cable capacitance, reactive power compensation units, and filters must be
taken into account, since they can cause resonance conditions and, thus, have a significant
effect on the harmonic impedance. Loads should be modelled in an appropriate way
because of their influence on resonance damping. Furthermore, the increase in resistance
with increasing frequency due to the skin effect and proximity effect should be included in
the model as it has an impact on damping as well. However, with usual available data the
accuracy of the calculated impedance will decrease with higher frequencies. Especially the
damping of resonances, affecting the magnitude of the impedance, might differ significantly
from reality.

In Figure 9, an example of a simulated harmonic grid impedance is shown.
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Equation (5) requires the installation to be specified as harmonic current source. This
is fairly true for thyristor-based line-commutated converters (LCCs). In practice, for most
applications an LCC equals a current source converter, justifying the modeling of it as
current source. Modern devices are designed as voltage source converters (VSCs), behaving
rather as a harmonic voltage source at the power electronic terminals. However, considering
the impedance of the coupling reactance and the generator transformer, and assuming
that they are significantly larger than the grid impedance, the modeling approach as a
current source is reasonable as long as no serial grid resonances occur in the considered
frequency range.

Thus, for assessment of the harmonic emission, the manufacturer has to provide
measurement or simulation of the converter harmonic currents at the PCC or the converter
harmonic voltages at the converter clamps and the relevant connection impedances to the
PCC. The data have to include the influence of relevant switching patterns and different
operating points (no load, partial load, full load). If relevant, inter-harmonic currents
should be provided as well.

With all this information available the harmonic voltage emission can be calculated
and compliance with given emission limits can be assessed.

5. Harmonics in the CFSM System

The three-level voltage source converter acts on the grid and on the machine side as
a voltage source with a harmonic spectrum depending on the pulse pattern. The current
harmonic spectrum results from the voltage harmonics and the effective impedance. Hence,
the voltage and current harmonics at the single main parts of the CFSM system have to
be evaluated independently. In the following, the occurring harmonics up to the 100th
harmonic are discussed based on measurement results. These harmonics are important
for grid compliancy and the evaluation of potential heating issues, loss distribution in the
CFSM system, and pulsating torques.

The main focus on the generator-side converter is on the current harmonics since
they lead to additional losses and a changed loss distribution in the generator and cause
pulsating torques. In Figure 10, a simplified circuit diagram of the converter–generator
connection is given. The converter is connected to the generator via an isolated phase
bus (IPB).

For the interpretation of harmonic measurements, the total harmonic distortion of the
current, THDi, is calculated with the rated current, IN, in the denominator. The resulting
value corresponds to the total demand distortion (TDD), defined in [28].
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Figure 10. Converter–generator connection with measurement placement. RIPB and XIPB are the
resistance and inductance of the IPB, and RGen and XGen are the stator resistance and inductance of
the generator.

The THDi of the measured generator current is given in Figure 11. The THDi shows
little dependency on the active power but is significantly reduced with an increased number
of pulses. The THDu on the other hand reduces with increased active power and has only a
negligible dependency on the number of pulses. The reduction in THDu is mainly caused
by the increased generator voltage and, thus, the increased fundamental voltage U1. The
generator is operated at a power factor of 1. The THD values are calculated according
to [26], Equations (7) and (8).

THDi =

√√√√ 100

∑
h=2

(
Ih
IN

)2
(7)

THDu =
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∑
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(
Uh
U1

)2
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To analyze the THDi‘s behavior, a closer look has to be taken at the effective impedance,
ZCG, between the converter output voltage and the internal generator voltage. The capaci-
tive elements of the generator and the isolated phase bar, as well as the du/dt filter of the
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converter, can be neglected for frequencies up to the 100th harmonic. Thus, the effective
impedance becomes ohmic-inductive and the generator current is calculated as

IG =
Vconv −VG

RIPB + RGen + j
(
Xconv + XIPB + X′′Gen

) =
Vconv −VG

ZCG
(9)

Assuming the generator voltage, VG, is close to ideal, with negligible small harmonics,
the current harmonics, IG,h, become a function of ZCG(f ) and the harmonics of the converter
voltage, Vconv,h. The harmonic impedance of the generator can be assumed, according
to [29], as the mean value of the sub-transient direct and quadrature inductances multiplied
by the harmonic order, Equation (10).

X′′Gen,h =
h
2
·
(
X′′d + X′′q

)
(10)

This simplification neglects the effects of eddy currents and the conversion of har-
monics into neighboring harmonics due to salient rotors. Further, the ohmic part of ZCG is
neglected for the calculation of the current harmonic. This simplification is justified by the
short length of the IPB, of around 3 m, and an X/R ratio greater than 50 for the generator.
A detailed derivation of the harmonic generator impedance can be found in [30].

IG,h ∼
Vconv,h

h·j(Xconv + XIPB) + jX′′Gen,h
(11)

The harmonics of the converter voltage occur at the frequency f c of the triangular
reference function, its multiples, and at their odd side bands. For the used discontinuous
pulse pattern, f c is calculated from the number of pulses, x, and the fundamental frequency,
f 1, as

fc = 3·x· f1 (12)

f c and its multiples correspond to a zero-sequence system. Since the generator wind-
ings are y-connected with isolated star point current, harmonics can only occur on the side
bands of fc building positive- and negative-sequence systems.

Figure 12a shows the harmonic spectra for five, seven, and nine pulses at a fixed
power of 62 MW. The measurements were conducted at one stable operation point with
subsequent changes in the number of pulses causing the generator voltage and power to
be constant. The variation in the generator frequency at a stable active power setpoint,
caused by slow oscillations of the hydraulic system, is also negligible; see Table 3. Thus,
the modulation index is also constant for all three datasets, leading to constant amplitudes
of the characteristic converter harmonics. The amplitude of the current harmonics decrease
with higher numbers of pulses due to the higher order of the characteristic converter
harmonics and, consequently, higher effective impedance; see Equations (11) and (12).

Table 3. Fundamental generator frequency in Hz for the evaluated operation points.

Number of Pulses
5 Pulses 7 Pulses 9 Pulses

A
ct

iv
e

Po
w

er 32 MW 36.40 36.60 36.20
45 MW 37.40 37.80 37.60
62 MW 39.80 39.60 40.20

Figure 12b shows the dependency of the current harmonics in respect to different
active power setpoints for five pulses. The active power is mainly controlled via the phasor
angle of the fundamental voltage. The amplitudes of the voltage harmonics are only slightly
influenced by the active power setpoints due to changes in the frequency and amplitude of
the generator voltage causing small changes in the modulation index. Thus, the current
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harmonics are nearly independent of the active power setpoint. In Figure 12b, the harmonic
currents are shown as absolute values to highlight this independence.
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Figure 12. (a) Current harmonics, in pu, of the rated generator current for different number of pulses
at 62 MW. (b) Current harmonics in absolute values for different active power operation points and x
= 5 pulses.

The fundamental generator frequencies, and hence the speed of the generator, for the
evaluated operation points are given in Table 3 for the sake of completeness.

The grid side of the converter uses a pulsing pattern with x = 5 pulses over the
complete operational area. Therefore, the harmonics are nearly independent from the
operation point. The mean value over the nine measurements of the total current and
voltage harmonic distortions at the low-voltage side of the transformer are THDi = 4.75%
and THDu = 10.84%. The harmonics in the current and voltage are reduced by the 5-winding
transformer connecting the converter to the 110 kV grid, resulting in total current and
voltage harmonic distortions of THDi = 1.92% and THDu = 1.69% on the high-voltage side
of the transformer. The current and voltage curves on the low-voltage and high-voltage
sides of the transformer are shown in Figure 13.

The reduction in the voltage harmonics is caused by two main effects. The first
is the interleaving pulses of the four converter units, leading to the resulting line-to-
line voltage shown in Figure 5. The second effect is a harmonic voltage drop over the
transformer. The transformer impedance between the 110 kV winding and each parallel
6.4 kV winding is 0.28 pu at a rated power of 21.25 MVA. The short-circuit power of the
grid at the 110 kV level is around 1.15 GVA, with only a small dependency on the load
case of the transmission grid. Assuming an ideal voltage source at the grid without any
voltage harmonics, the transformer impedance and the grid impedance represent a voltage
divider for the converter-caused voltage harmonics, whereby the transformer impedance
is dominant.
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Figure 13. Current and voltage curves at the transformer windings. Left: at converter side; Right: at
grid side.

6. Shaft Voltage and Bearing Current

The shaft voltage, and as a consequence bearing currents, is a well-known phe-
nomenon in rotating AC machines [31,32]. There are a variety of reasons that can be
described by different mechanisms. The reasons for the shaft voltage in AC machines
operated at power frequencies are typically the magnetic asymmetry of the magnetic circuit
or the electrostatic charge due to friction [33]. Additional mechanisms are effective in
converter-fed AC machines. Common-mode voltages lead to a current that flows from
phases into the earthing system of the power plant [34]. The couple path of these common-
mode currents are the stray capacitance between the stator windings and the rotor CSW-R
as well as the stator windings to stator CSW-SP, as shown in Figure 14 [34]. A further
mechanism is given by the high-frequency common-mode current iC that flows from the
stator windings to the connection between the stator and the power plant’s earthing system.
These currents lead to a tangential magnetic flux, ΦC, and an induced shaft voltage (vs.)
(Figure 14) [32,35,36].

Voltage measurements at the no-driven side of the shaft referred to power plant
earthing system show a bearing voltage, vb, with a synchronous part corresponding to the
generator fundamental frequency and high-frequency peaks, with a voltage maximum of
±400 V (Figure 15). The driven side of the shaft is earthed and the bearing voltage is equal
to the shaft voltage (vs.). The shaft voltage (vs.) causes capacitive currents at the bearings
and can lead to partial or full discharges at the electric insulation (e.g., oil film). The electric
stress can be reduced by bridging the insulation.

The peak values of the shaft voltage can be lowered by earthing the non-driven side
of the shaft with a brush and a capacitance CEB (Figure 16a). The capacitance forms, with
the stray capacitance between the stator winding and the rotor CSW-R, a capacitive divider.
The higher the earthing capacity compared to the stator winding and rotor capacity, the
lower the proportion of the common-mode voltages at the shaft. The peak values of the
shaft voltage can be reduced by 100 V with a capacitance, CEB, of 4.7 µF (Figure 16b).
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Figure 14. Simplified equivalent circuit of shaft voltage vs induced by capacitive coupling and circular
currents of the converter-fed generator of the pumped-storage power plant.
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Figure 15. Bearing voltage measured (measuring equipment: active probe Pico Technology TA041
and Oscilloscope Rohde and Schwarz RTH1004) at the non-driven side of the shaft at the generator of
machine 1 (operation point: 15 MW, asynchron, H3, 350 Hz).

A parallel resistor, REBP (to avoid electrostatic charges) and a serial resistor, REBS (to
limit the maximum leakage currents) are additionally connected to the earthing capacity.
It can be clearly seen that a capacitive current with peak values up to 10 A flowed in the
earthing capacity (Figure 16c). The synchronous shaft voltage leads to a resistive current
(Figure 16d).

It seems that the shaft voltage caused by the tangential magnetic flux, ΦC, cannot be
reduced considerably by capacitive earthing of the non-driven side of the shaft. A resistive
earthing of the non-driven side leads to high shaft currents depending on the chosen
resistor. Conventional shaft current transformers as protective devices should be evaluated
because high-frequency shaft currents cannot be measured or cannot be measured correctly.

Further measures to reduce shaft voltage can be proposed, like a reduction in the
voltage-rise rate of the converter by an output filter. Otherwise, the components at the
power unit have been dimensioned to handle these shaft voltages with high amplitudes
and frequencies.
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Figure 16. (a) Equivalent circuit of earthing capacity CEB, the parallel resistor REBP, the resistive
shunt Rshunt, and the current-limiting resistor in series REBS, as well as the capacitive displacement
current icap, the total leakage current iz, the Rogowski current probe output voltage vrogowski, and
the shunt voltage vshunt. (b) Bearing voltage vb, (c) capacitive displacement current icap, and (d) total
leakage current iz measured at the non-driven shaft end (CEB = 4.7 µF, REBS = 20 Ω, REBP = 100 Ω).

7. Conclusions

The analyses and measurement evaluations in this paper highlight the practical electri-
cal challenges of large-scale CFSM which have to be considered in the design phase of such
systems. The robust converter solution with high power density implemented successfully
in Limberg I has been presented and analyzed.

Focusing on the effects of different pulse patterns in Section 2, it becomes obvious,
that the selection of the number of pulses per half wave needs a careful evaluation of the
harmonic effects in the CFSM system. The optimization process has to consider the allowed
harmonic emission to the grid, the switching-related converter losses and the THDi at the
motor–generator. This optimization process led to the choice of a higher number of pulses
in Limberg I and, thus, shifting losses from the generator to the converter.

Section 3 discussed a typical voltage–current profile at the motor generator for variable-
speed operation. The DC to low-frequency currents and voltages occurring during start-up
are a critical design criterion affecting the measurement transducers and generator.

The large-scale converters used in the CFSM system can cause significant harmonic
emission. The harmonic emission must be considered already in an early design stage.
The frequency-dependent impedance at the point of common coupling and the allowed
emission level are necessary information that have to be provided by the grid operator. If
the envelope curve of the voltage respectively current harmonics emitted at the converter
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clamps are known, an evaluation using suitable grid simulation software is possible. Special
care has to be taken with resonances occurring between the converter clamps and the PCC.

The measurements in the CFSM system analyzed in Section 5 provide a validation of
the simulations and design considerations. The results show the optimization potential of
the voltage and current harmonics on the generator side.

Section 6 focuses on the evaluation of the shaft voltage and possible reduction mea-
sures. The principal occurrence of a voltage at the insulated bearing is not unknown in
hydro generators. However, in classic configurations, a low-frequency voltage caused by
magnetic asymmetries of the generator mainly appears. The shown high-frequency parts
were so far studied in converter-fed drives, with powers in a range up to several hundred
kilowatts. It is shown that the shaft voltage can be reduced by earthing the shaft with an
RC circuit. Nevertheless, the shaft voltage remains quite high because of the induction by
the tangential magnetic flux.

The described effects are well-known for converter-fed drives in lower-power applica-
tions, but are new challenges for large-scale hydro-power applications. Adapting known
engineering practices to the higher power of variable-speed hydro leads to a very flexible
power plant, which plays an important role in Verbund’s generation fleet.
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